
 

“Overlord” 
 
 
 
 
 

Curated by Maine artist Kenny Cole, showcasing the work of 
twenty six artists:  

 
Jeffrey Ackerman (Maine), Melinda Barnes (Maine), Jennifer Beinhacker 

(Washington, D.C.), Kim Callas (Maine), Kenny Cole (Maine), MJ Viano 
Crowe (Maine), Don Doe (NYC), Robert Egert (NYC), Rodney Ewing 
(California), Fabian Häusermann (Switzerland), Kat Johnson (Maine), 

Walter Kopec (Boston), Paula Lalala (NYC), Matt Lock (US), Ben Marra 
(Canada), Hye Ryung Na (Korea/NYC), Lara Nasser (Lebanon/NYC), 

Niklas Nenzen (Sweden), Ben Potter (Maine), Terrence Sanders 
(California), Alice Sfintesco (France), Amy Stacy Curtis (Maine), Nora 

Tryon (Maine), Aleksandra Waliszewska (Poland), Kathy Weinberg 
(Maine), Stephen Whisler (California) 



Kenny Cole

Dark Predator
2013
Pastel on paper
30" x 22"
$700.00
Stephen Whisler creates here a
blue print, but not the
architectural kind or anything
that was made from a printmaking
device. His blue comes from his
own thumb print. Using the
"tiling" option on his home
printer he scales up internet
images and then transfers both
grid and image, using his "digit"
and a coating of blue pastel, onto
a large piece of drawing paper.
The result is an archival
representation of a digital image
that holds traces of the artist's
identity creating a quixotic fist
in the air towards the Overlordian
menace of drone technology.
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Kenny Cole

"Retale Ass"
2006
Cloth, rubber 
72" x 2" x3"
$1200.00
Walter Kopec's
arrangement of
ready-mades, seems to
"literally" speak for
itself. The Overlord in
his piece must be the
desire for consumption or
being a good consumer,
which here backfires, in
a way and appears as
regurgitation. Designer
labels, which fulfill our
natural inclination to
belong to a tribe, and
sport their insignia of
alignment, indicate our
willingness to admit that
capitalism is our true
God. 
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Kenny Cole

"My Room Get Out"
2013
Pencil on paper
8.5" x 7"
$160.00
Matt Lock fits into the theme of
“Overlord” by depicting the ubiquitous
bedroom computer station, where we have
lost, by now, generations of our youth
to the overpowering seductions of cyber
space. Matt’s teenager has mutated into
a large lobed alien, or possibly this
is just a view into another teenager’s
room on another planet, whose beings
have achieved the same advances in
technology as we have here on planet
earth? Either way obedience to the
Overlord requires ritual upright,
supine-posture, and hands typing out
the mystical rubric, sacred offering
bowl, ceremonial pajamas and nearby
meditation mattress.
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Kenny Cole

 "The Truth Revealed Itself in a
Mirror"
2014
Pencil on paper
11.5" x 9.25"
$225.00
Matt Lock, renders a detailed view
from some Sci-Fi arcade or street
scene in his "The Truth Revealed
Itself in a Mirror". There’s a
certain anticipation suggested as
we view the scene from behind. The
main character has just become
distracted by his reflection in a
mirror, which reveals him to be
Lucifer himself, the ultimate
Overlord. His buddies urge him
forward. The myriad of details,
from the patterns and accessories
on the clothing to the quirky
signage and wall graphics within
the scene’s architecture, draws us
compulsively into the scene.
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Kenny Cole

"Pump Trap Rehersal"
2013
pencil on paper
8.5" x 7"
$160.00
Matt Lock’s “Pump Trap Rehearsal”
sketches out an absurd cyber experiment
in which a couple of hooded teenage
Overlords conduct a bizarre experiment
on some kind of life-like sex robot. It
is a male fantasy with infantile
undertones as their equipment attempts
to function like a breast pump,
suggesting a deeply Freudian cycle and
ominous dysfunction.
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Kenny Cole

 "Engulfing"
2012
Sharpie pen, stamps
9" x 12"
$125.00
Jennifer Beinhacker’s “Engulfing” is abrupt, stylistically and
thematically with her totemic renderings of figures begetting
figures. Beinhacker, a self taught artist, has her composition
anchored on the extreme right with a stack of vertically repeated
“classically” rendered portrait profiles from which her black and
red linear figures seem to branch off of. Intertwined, menacing,
yet playful, they are dominated by a toothy truncated maidenhead,
our Overlord, here anchored to the portrait stack, who seems to be
expressing or literally “expressing” from her mouth the main
cluster of teeth clenching “screaming meanies”, while a smaller
separate figure jabs its elongated arm back into the lower right,
completing a satisfying compositional spiral.
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Kenny Cole

"Old Farmhouse"
2012
China ink, printer ink, felt pen on paper
11.5" x 14"
$400.00
Fabian Häusermann’s “Old Farmhouse” sets up what could easily
represent the dwelling of an Overlord in a shimmering winter scene
that is crystal clear and radiant. His technique is to start with an
original patterned drawing that he then scans, reduces, draws on
again, and reduces and so on until he has built up a dizzying and
dense accumulation of structure. The end result is a surprisingly calm
yet mesmerizing scene that vibrates and enchants.

View the process of creating "Old Farmhouse"

youtu.be/6a0OEdWPz4A
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Kenny Cole

"Green Room Defense"
2013
mixed media
240 cm x 320 cm
$700.00
Niklas Nenzen's “Green Room Defense”
is a scene populated by an
assortment of creatures and
personalities, some literally
“stacked” upon one another, others
acting out a variety of pantomimes
on and around a main figure lying
supine on a divan. The stone bust
puffing out smoke on the left is our
Overlord in this scene, with his
pensive sidelong glance. An
inventory of the cast of characters
and props begins to suggest to us
the early days of the silver screen,
with the grisaille rendering of the
"people pile" behind the green
curtains. Our main figure seems
exhausted, collapsed on her divan,
hidden behind a mask, while the
cacophonous Hollywood premiere
tumbles around her. 
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Kenny Cole

"Self Portrait"
2015
plastic bag on panel
17" x 14.5"
$850.00
Ben Potter uses the limited palette and
limited textures afforded by plastic bags
glued to panels to construct images of
figures that are familiar and common to
him. This self portrait is from a series
of portraits in which he represents the
subject posed with a skull. Here we begin
to consider that heavy handed subject as
tentative and whimsical. Our artist is an
ordinary guy in a hoodie floating in a
white void offering up a simple gesture.
Nagging at us from within our
contemporary psyche is his medium: the
overly abundant, illegal in Austin,
Texas, dolphin choking plastic bag,
forcing us to contemplate the severity
and cumulatively destructive potential in
the understated and the ordinary.
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Kenny Cole

"Cave"
2014
Pen and gouache on paper
6" x 12"
NFS
This collaborative drawing between Kat Johnson and Kenny Cole
began with Kat Johnson's green line drawing of a reclining female
figure among architectural minaret profiles. Cole then rendered
it as a subterranean scene, camouflaging the figure as a pattern
of red stripes frozen into a mini city clustered on the floor of
a schematically colored cave. In the distance we see a figure
standing at the cave's outlet. Is that our overlord? If so, he
then might be guarding a claim to a natural treasure in the form
of this strange glassy stalagmite formation.
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Kenny Cole

"Twister"
2015
Gouache on paper
8.5" x 7"
$500.00
Kenny Cole depicts a wearied nude pole
dancer being ogled by a lone monocled
penguin complete with his top hat and
cigarette holder. A plume of pink smoke
curls skyward as a twister stirs up a
cloud in the distance. Though the
penguin is diminutive compared to the
dancer we assume that he plays the role
of overlord, careless of the stress and
strain of the dancer, patiently
observing her duress. All is schematic
color suggesting an underlying note of
pageantry and custom.
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Kenny Cole

"The Count Annoyed the Peasants"
2016
Oil and acrylic on mounted board
14" x 11"
$1800.00
Robert Egert paints a highly stylized
figure as a color field abstraction
that pushes and pulls the
positive/negative space of the
panel's surface. Half ungulate half
human, wearing one red sock on a
lifted foot and a stray "comb-over"
hair blown back like a whip about to
be cracked, we sense menace. Yet
there is very little to fear as his
corporeal substance is nothing but a
rolling, flapping sheet, a paper
tiger. A second exploration starts to
reveal the shapes and silhouettes
crowding in and around from within
the negative voids, a regal eagle
between the legs, a bony arm about to
elbow the eagle's beak and nosy noses
poking and sniffing all around.
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Kenny Cole

"Shoe Salesman"
2014
Sepia ink and gouache on paper
8" x 6" 
$550.00
In Jeff Ackerman's "Shoe Salesman"
we look for the identity of an
Overlord, but circle around and
around only to conclude that almost
any of the characters in this
tableaux are capable of playing that
role. The figure in the upper left
seems to be striding towards the
viewer, his tie blown back, left
hand reaching into his jacket pocket
and expression wiped out by the
crystalline facets of his geometric
head. The live coin in the lower
right could easily represent an
Overlord, after all who else gets
immortalized in relief? Yet why not
view the dangling female legs as
Overlord...offering or receiving a
shoe in reverse Cinderella fashion
to a promising gent from below?
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Kenny Cole

"Poker Chip"
2014
Graphite on 140lb archival paper
10" x 10"
$500.00
Amy Stacey Curtis has been staging solo biennials
in Maine for over a decade. As part of her
fundraising efforts she creates drawings to sell,
each grouping relating to the particular theme of
the biennial. This drawing was created for
"Matter" her eighth biennial in 2014. "Poker
Chip" fits nicely into the Overlord theme in
that, not only is it strikingly symmetrical from
every cardinal point, but the object itself is
radiant like a sunburst. This makes it, on visual
information alone, suggestive of a Holy Wafer or
meditative mandala. A consideration of the poker
chip as a social artifact additionally carries
with it the oppressive psychological grip that
gambling, fortune hunting and the idea of money
for nothing can hold upon underlings that fall
prey to siren call of the Almighty Overlord that
is money.
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Kenny Cole

"Arab Spring"
2011
Monoprint
$300.00
Nora Tryon’s “Arab Spring”
suggests a politically charged
energy as the critical ingredient
that might be thawing the season
of change. Her Gothic rainbow
constructed with nervous,
scratchy lines vibrates and
reverberates over a collection of
haunted, floating eyes,
suggesting an awakening from a
deep dark sleep, soon to
challenge their overlord. 
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Kenny Cole

"The Messenger"
2016
acrylic on canvas with carved wood
frame
15” x 12” 
$1800.00
Kathy Weinberg integrates a
traditionally carved frame into her
painting. We see a mannequin of sorts
holding its hat in hand, a gesture of
humility amplified by the sight of the
messenger's missing head. It's not a
stretch to imagine that this is the
oppressed messenger of an Overlord
that resides deep in a dark mythical
wood. The palette here is
complimentary; acid yellow trees and
lavender figurine creating vibratory
daymare, complete with gnarly root,
branch and flowing waters. Stiff and
one with a furniture-like base we
expect the messenger to shuffle back
into the wood in stop-animation
jerkiness leaving us to fill in the
blanks.
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Kenny Cole

"Idol"
2013
Screen print edition of 100,
signed
29.7 cm x 21 cm 
$150.00
Aleksandra Waliszewska is known
for her depictions of adolescent
girls who are often battling their
way through an array of science
fiction goblins, animals and
slug-like demons. These heroines
seem to represent a larger
vulnerability and express a
greater empathetic vision. Here
our heroine seems a bit
triumphant. Despite being
unclothed except for shoes and
dwarfed by her animal friends, she
is nonetheless unmolested and
poised, her army of over-sized
cuddly creatures restrained behind
her in some sylvan arena establish
her as supreme Overlord.
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Kenny Cole

"The First Mask #1"
2015
Ink on rice paper
9.25" x 12.75"
$250.00
Kimberly Callas presents a visage of an archetypal being, our
Overlord, from her “Bearded Women” series. Her technique, which
utilizes very liquid medium on delicate rice paper, has created
an aura of radiant wrinkles emanating from the figure’s
countenance producing a religious undertone to her “Origin
Stories” themed work. 
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Kenny Cole

"Terror Assaulter: O.M.W.O.T.
(One Man War On Terror)" page #1 
2015
ink on bristol board
17" x 11"
$550.00
Ben Marra is an American
illustrator and comic book
artist. His work has been mostly
self-published in his own
imprint: Traditional Comics. This
is a working ink drawing for page
one of his self published Comic
"Terror Assaulter: O.M.W.O.T.
(One Man War on Terror)" in which
he renders the main character,
who goes only by his code name
O.M.W.O.T., surrounded by his
common activities; hanging out
with babes, meeting contacts,
fighting people and looking
sharp. He is the Overlord of this
“no holds barred” male fantasy
world, simply stated. We then
come to understand the complex
state of current affairs as
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bottled into the guise of one
masculine superhero, making good
versus evil a conveniently
packaged narrative as acted out
through a singular persona. With
a drawing style that is
reminiscent of pinball machine
graphic illustration, his touch
is sharp, primitive and of high
contrast, giving the male power
fantasy message a nicely
over-simplified delivery as
escapist entertainment.
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Kenny Cole

"Bake Off"
1994
Contact print of constructed negative
14" x 11"
$100
MJ Viano Crowe’s contact print of a
constructed negative titled “The Bake
Off”, has a setting that is more
psychological than literal. The image
is bisected by a suited 50’s style
male figure, separating the two female
figures into left and right tableaux.
The right hand figure confronts us
with a robotic gaze as she
mechanically dumps out a Bundt cake.
One feels that the Overlord has
trapped her in her domestic cage. The
female on the left is engaged with the
exiting male, their hands have become
an abstract tangle, yet her gaze is
averted, just an ornament atop a
fruity desert within a bottomless
black void.
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Kenny Cole

"Id, Ego, Super Ego"
1995
Contact print of constructed negative
14" x 11"
$100.00
MJ Viano Crowe presents a constructed
inner space, arranged altar-like as a
stack of irregular rectangles topped
with a roof-like triangle. Their
arrangement seems to suggest an
unfolded envelope or altarpiece that
might normally be folded or locked
shut, but for the desperation of the
figures within; facets of the psyche,
each one a potential overlord, that
are exposed momentarily in some kind
of domestic turmoil.
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Kenny Cole

"Confidential"
2015
Cretacolor aqua monolith pencil,
collage, stamps
14" x 11"
$125.00
Jennifer Beinhacker’s “Confidential”
suggests surprise and conspiracy as an
array of figures act out vignettes of
the story within a midnight black
background. Her “white line” rendering
glows like an x-ray and folksy
outsider style suggests a contemporary
take on a possible biblical expulsion
myth, with a confused God-like
Overlord and primped up she-queens
bracketing and blocking the panicked
fleeing couple. 
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Kenny Cole

"01 to 05 Seconds"
Graphite on paper
22" x 30"
Rodney Ewing created a series of drawings that document time in
minutes and seconds. Time is a human's ultimate Overlord and in this
drawing we see the specter of a skull as a pentimento-like memento
mori buried in the background. He punctuates each stenciled numeric
display with thoughts, stenciled out in a generic "Brush Stroke"
font face. The surface is greasy and smudged adding a viscous
quality to his plodding sentiments, of which we sense that he has
chosen to finally air out as confessed truths tortured out of him by
the poking finger of our Overlord: time.
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Kenny Cole

"Stand Like This"
2015
Foam, plywood, cotton, drawer
slides, oil paint, Band-Aid
70.5" x 29" x 5"
Lara Nasser has sculpted a folk
device in the form of an interactive
human arm. It is based on theories
of power postures and she has
isolated the arm in order to
demonstrate a point A to point B
movement. It's a "do nothing
machine" who's undercurrent of
social implications references
women's struggles in trying to
achieve equality in the workplace,
or contending with self image and
self confidence in an essentially
male dominated world. We literally
"exercise" the dummy arm in order to
"see" or "feel" the absurdity of a
gesture intended to overcome
oppression, implicating us as
enabling Overlords.
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Kenny Cole

Antenna
2011
Graphite on paper on panel
Melinda Barnes diminutive and finely rendered antenna harks to the near
past when T.V. was a singular technology that both united us and
isolated a whole society. It was the first of the technology Overlords
that we willingly sold our souls to and came to us as a radio signal
from the heavens. Here we view the wispy, spidery armature reaching up
into the foggy void, a lone sentinel whose unique configuration
establishes its identity as an early foray into technological
conectivity.
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Kenny Cole

"Rarefied Air" NYC Collection, Brooklyn Museum, 
2014 - 2016
Glass jar, museum air | edition of 9
2.75" x 2.5 "
$1400.00
Paula Lalala makes art that involves her own personal struggles to be
human and an artist. Often it is a biographical exploration of her life
experiences, which she then forms into interactive experiences for the
viewer, whether that is a game, sensory environment or one on one
interaction with her, the artist. The dynamic between artist, viewer and
institutions designed to enable this dynamic are engaged here with her
piece "Rarefied Air". Paula institutionalizes the Art Museum institution,
the ultimate art world Overlord, by creating E.A.R., Enhanced Art
Resources, A contemporary fine art manufacturing, research, and consulting
firm. Paula simply walks into an art museum with a jar and captures its
air, a entrepreneurial gesture that becomes the basis for her independent
parallel institution. We are now brought into Paula's world, a place of
engagement and self-made opportunity, where we as participants can learn
to generate our own art experiences and challenge the Overlordian grip
institutions impose on culture.
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Kenny Cole

"The Truth"
2015
Pen on paper
22.9 x 30.5 cm (9 x 12 inches)
$400.00
Hye Ryung Na presents a dense
overlay of two texts, one in her
native Korean and the other English.
This obscurifurcation reflects a
nervous affiliation with past
trauma. As a survivor, her overlord
is the specter of that experience,
which she struggles to wipe out as
finely rendered bands in an all-over
treatment of the picture plane. The
end result becomes a vibrant
testament, schematically colored
like a striped flag, but textured
like a knitted sweater and signed
with one last tear drop creating a
smudge in the lower right hand
corner.
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Kenny Cole

"Spare Change"
2013
Photograph
24" x 18"
$1200.00
Terrence Sanders spent a year
photographing the homeless in
downtown LA. Homeless himself at age
16, Sanders' perspective was
sympathetic and questioning, "What
are the forces that contribute to
their predicament and what would be
the one thing that, if happened,
would begin to resolve their
predicament?" The answers revealed
that ordinary life problems cause
and sustain homelessness. The
Overlord then becomes society at
large, that chooses not "see" and
thus allow it to perpetuate. Here we
see a person folded symmetrically
and compact as if they were to be
packed in a box, in a sleeping
posture draped in hues and patterns
that blend into its surroundings.
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Kenny Cole

"Neptune"
2016
Bronze (unfinished)
16" x 13" x 16"
$3500.00
Jeffery Ackerman has literally modeled our
Overlord in bronze. It is both an edifice and
bust portraiture, half architectural and half
living breathing being. It is a monument to
confidence consisting of a pair of island
sentinels, represented as stone and mortar
structures built to take advantage of the
curious chance that the orientation of two rock
ledges happen to look like Neptune emerging for
a cigar break. Thus he has identified his
allegiance not so much with sea creatures, but
rather the boardrooms of high finance, his
lobster claw pincer showboating how tight a grip
he is capable of inflicting on any competitor.
Any hope for compassion from this being is lost
in his expressionless visage, a cupola
reminiscent of ones found on governmental
capital buildings, churches or institutions,
implying that our guy's noggin is just the tip
of a massive iceberg.
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Kenny Cole

"Duel Girl"
2015
Reinforced polymer clay and ink on
wood plinth
12" x 12" x 18"
$3000.00
Don Doe's Overlord, represented here
in this figurative sculpture is
enmeshed onto an unsuspecting
princess. Is it her mythical id,
muscular and aggressive, growing out
of her or latching onto her, half
sylvan growth-form, half lupine
she-man? Her awareness of this
all-consuming force is tentative at
best, suggesting the immense degree
of vulnerability inherent in being
human and the degree to which we
fail to foresee our own
tranformations.
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Kenny Cole

"Fall to Fly"
2015
Watercolor, pastel on paper and
canvas
39" x 36"
$2000.00
Alice Sfintesco often renders
females figures as silhouettes that
she then fills with chromatic
washes, oddly stylized anatomical
parts or clown-like visages. Her
"Fall to Fly" series depicts her
figures tossed about and helpless,
trying to right themselves like a
cat and hopefully land feet first.
In the context of "Overlord" we have
to ask what force has set these
females in motion and how will
things resolve? We know that this
tension or struggle is complex
despite possibly being an uneven
battle between forces and we pray
for the gift of nine lives in order
to explore multiple options.
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